Carriage of Sporting Equipment
Sporting Equipment
Golf Equipment
A combination of the following:
I.
14 golf clubs
II.
12 golf balls
III.
One pair of golf shoes

Weight System
Applicable for travel between points in Area 2 and
Area 3, points within Area 2 and points within Area 3.
1. Golf equipment will be carried as part of the Free
Baggage Allowance (FBA) and will be subject to
excess baggage charges if exceeding.
2. Exemption on golfing equipment will only be
accorded to the following groups:
a) Enrich Platinum members and oneworld
Emerald members.
b) Malaysian Government travelers on Warrant
Travel, (i.e. WPUA/ WPM only)
c) Corporate travel

Piece System
Applicable for travel between points in Area 1 and Area
2/3 and points within Area 1.
1. 50% of the applicable charge for a single piece.
2. Additional set will be charge for a single piece.

The above exemption is applicable regardless of
class of travel on First Class, Business Class, and
Economy Class.
Surfboards / Wind Surfing
a) One surfboard/windsurfing to a
maximum length of 2.5 meters (250
cm or 98 inches). Items over
2.5meters in length shall not be
accepted as checked baggage.
b) For windsurfing; mast, boom and
sail also included if wrapped as one
item.
Sailboards and Masts

Canoes
Bikes / Bicycles (Touring or
Racing – non motorised)
a) With handlebars fixed sideways
and pedals removed. Accepted in
place of one 62 inches (158cm)
bag.
b) Suitably packed in a bike box (this
will protect both the bike and the
baggage of other passengers.

1.
2.

If within the FBA will be carried free of charge.
If over the FBA, normal excess baggage applies.

1.
2.

May be accepted as check-in baggage in accordance
with current baggage practice/policy. If total weight
exceeds permitted free baggage allowance, excess
baggage charge applies.
To be accepted strictly as cargo
1. If within the FBA will be carried free of charge.
2. If over the FBA, normal excess baggage applies.

100% or single charge of the applicable excess
baggage rate regardless of the dimension and size.
Additional surfboards or sailboards or masts at the
applicable excess baggage charge.

Shall not be included in determining the free baggage
allowance and shall always be subject to the excess
baggage charge for a single piece.
To be accepted strictly as cargo
1. One bicycle will be included in determining the FBA
and if in excess will be accepted subject to
payment of the excess baggage charge for a single
piece regardless of the size of bicycle. One single
charge for first and additional bike.
2. Not applicable for transportation between points in
Area 1.
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Fishing Equipment
Fishing equipment is defined as two rods,
one reel, one landing net, one pair of fishing
boots (all properly encased) and one fishing
tackle box

1.

Archery Equipment
A combination of the
following:
I.
One bow
II.
One quiver containing arrows
III.
A maintenance kit
Bowling Equipment
One item of bowling equipment is defined as
one bowling bag, one or two bowling balls
and one pair of bowling shoes.

Included in the FBA, if exceeding, normal excess
baggage applies.

Hunting Equipment

Included in the FBA, if exceeding, normal excess
baggage applies.
1. Included in FBA, if exceeding normal excess
baggage applies.
2. Sport parachutes are accepted under the rules and
procedures for carry-on baggage provided no items
classified as dangerous goods (example:
pressurized oxygen cylinders) are included.
1. Sporting firearms will be included in determining
FBA (when in piece) whether or not presented as a
single piece (not applicable to/from Japan). If
exceeding, normal excess baggage applies.
2. Sporting firearms are not permitted except target
pistols to be used at international athletic meetings
(applicable to/from Japan)

Parachutes
Hang gliders will only be accepted if they are
within the maximum dimensions of 2.5m x
1.00m x 0.80m (98in x 39in x 31in).

Sporting Firearms and
Ammunition
One item of shooting equipment is defined
as:
1. One rifle case containing not more than
two rifles, with or without scopes, 11
pounds of ammunitions, one shooting
mat, noise suppressors and small rifle
tools; or
2. Two shotguns and two shotgun cases
and 11 pounds of ammunitions; or
3. One pistol case

2.
3.

1.
2.

Items of fishing equipment will be accepted as
checked baggage.
If within the FBA will be carried free of charge
If over the FBA, normal excess baggage applies.

If within the FBA will be carried free of charge.
If over the FBA, normal excess baggage applies.

1.

Items of fishing equipment will be accepted as
checked baggage.
2. Included in FBA, if exceeding, normal excess
baggage applies (not applicable to/from Japan).
3. Will be subject to excess baggage charge for a
single piece (applicable to/from Japan).
Included in FBA; if exceeding, normal excess baggage
applies

1.

Items of bowling equipment will be accepted as
checked baggage.
2. Bowling equipment will be included in determining
the FBA and when in excess, each item will be
subject to the excess baggage charge for a single
piece (not applicable to/from Japan).
3. One item of bowling equipment (bag, one bowling
ball and a pair of shoes) will be subject to excess
baggage charge for a single piece (applicable
to/from Japan).
Included in the FBA, if exceeding, normal excess
baggage applies.
1. Included in FBA, if exceeding, normal excess
baggage applies.
2. Sport parachutes are accepted under the rules and
procedures for carry-on baggage provided no items
classified as dangerous goods (example:
pressurized oxygen cylinders) are included.
1. Are included in the FBA (subject to correct
transportation and safety procedure being
followed).
2. Sporting firearms will be included in determining
FBA (when in piece) whether or not presented as a
single piece (not applicable to/from Japan).
3. Sporting firearms are not permitted except target
pistols to be used at international athletic meetings
(applicable to/from Japan)
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Scuba Diving Equipment
One item of scuba diving equipment is
defined as:
I.
One scuba tank (empty),
II.
One scuba regulator,
III.
One tank harness,
IV.
One tank pressure gauge,
V.
One mask,
VI.
Two fins,
VII.
One snorkel,
VIII.
One knife,
IX.
One spear gun and
X.
One safety vest

1.

Snow/Water Skiing Equipment
One item of skiing equipment consists of:
I.
One pair of skis, one pair of ski
poles, one pair of boots, or
II.
One snowboard, one pair of boots,
or
III.
One pair of standard water skis or
one slalom water ski.

1.

2.

Included in FBA, if exceeding, normal excess
baggage applies.
Scuba tank has to be empty when accepted for
check-in.

1.

2.
3.
4.

2.

One item of skiing equipment will be included in the
FBA.
If the total weight for check-in baggage and skiing
equipment exceed the FBA, normal excess
baggage applies

1.

2.

Items of scuba diving equipment will not be
included in determining the FBA and will always be
subject to the excess baggage charge for a single
piece whether or not presented as a single piece
and regardless of a actual dimensions will be
considered to be one piece of a baggage whose
outside linear dimension are 62 inches.
100% or single charge of the applicable excess
baggage charge.
Exceptions: (Applicable for travel on MH services
between the USA/Canada and Malaysia only).
One item of scuba diving equipment will be
included in determining the FBA allowance and in
excess, will be assessed 50% of the applicable
charge for a single piece. Additional sets will be
assessed the full applicable excess charge for a
single piece.
The charges for one set of skiing equipment if
exceed the FBA shall be 33% of the applicable
excess baggage rate.
Any additional set, the normal excess baggage rate
shall apply.
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